Abstract-Secure data deletion is the task of deleting data irrecoverably from a physical medium. In the digital world, data is not securely deleted by default; instead, many approaches add secure deletion to existing physical medium interfaces. Interfaces to the physical medium exist at different layers, such as user-level applications, the file system, the device driver, etc. Depending on which interface is used, the properties of an approach can differ significantly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Secure data deletion is the task of deleting data from a physical medium so that the data is irrecoverable. In the physical world, the importance of secure deletion is well understood: sensitive mail is shredded; published government information is selectively redacted; access to top secret documents is managed to ensure all copies can be destroyed. In the digital world, the importance of secure deletion is also well recognized. Legislative or corporate requirements, particularly relating to privileged or confidential communications, may require secure deletion to avoid the disclosure of sensitive data after physical medium disposal [1] , [2] . Regulations may change or new ones enforced causing data assets to become data liabilities, resulting in an immediate need to securely delete a vast amount of data. An example of this is the court ruling that Google's collection of personal wireless network data in Germany was illegal and this data must be destroyed [3] . The importance of secure data deletion is also well-understood by militaries [4] .
All modern file systems allow users to "delete" their files. However, they all implement file deletions by unlinking files. Abstractly, unlinking a file only changes file system metadata to indicate that the file is now "deleted"; the file's full contents remain available. The implicit assumption made is that users delete data not to make the data inaccessible, but simply to recover the consumed storage resources. Despite that, clearing the web browsing history is labelled as a privacy option in most modern web browsers. Mobile phones offer users to delete individual text messages, to clear call logs, etc. In all these systems, users typically assume, falsely, that when they delete the data, it is from that moment on irrecoverable.
There are also many security schemes that require secure deletion to achieve other security goals. A tacit assumption in many key negotiation protocols is that temporary values used to negotiate session keys are not disclosed to an adversary; these must be securely deleted from the system to ensure that the session key is irrecoverable. Several recently proposed systems such as Off-the-Record communication [5] , Ephemerizer [6] , Vanish [7] and others [8] aim to protect the confidentiality of multi-party communication even in the presence of coercive adversaries, and they explicitly require keys or other protocol parameters to be securely deleted during or after protocol executions.
Secure data deletion has gone by many names, and thus we hear of data being forgotten [6] , [9] , erased [9] - [12] , deleted [11] , completely removed [9] , [13] , reliably removed [12] , purged [14] - [16] , self-destructed [7] , [17] , sanitized [12] , [14] , revoked [9] , [13] , assuredly deleted [6] , [13] , [16] , securely deleted [18] , [19] , and destroyed [6] , [9] , [12] . Whether explicitly stated as a system requirement or implicitly assumed, and however named, the ability to securely delete data in the presence of an appropriate adversary is required for the security of many schemes.
Secure Data Deletion: We say that data is securely deleted from a system if an adversary that is given some manner of access to the system is not able to recover the deleted data from the system. This work concerns the secure deletion of data that the owner can address by means of a handle, such as a file name or a database record.
To clarify the scope of this systematization, we emphasize that we limit our discussion to the context of secure data deletion, not information deletion. We do not consider deleting all copies of some information, or finding and deleting all derivative works of data. We also do not address deleting all database records containing some sensitive data on a particular topic or all data based on tracking the flow of information through a complex system. Moreover, we do not consider forensic methods aimed at recovering data objects from scattered pieces; we assume that an adversary capable of recovering all pieces of a data object can thus recover the data object itself. Finally, we do not consider steganographic data storage or deniable encryption. We assume that the data should be made irrecoverable, but we do not worry about leaking the existence of tools to delete the data or encrypted versions of data whose keys are irrecoverable.
Abstractly, the user stores and operates on data objects on a physical medium through an interface. Data objects are addressable units of data; these include data blocks, database records, SMS messages, file metadata, entire files, entire hard drives, etc. The physical medium is any device capable of storing and retrieving these data objects, such as a magnetic hard drive, a USB stick, or a piece of paper. The interface is how the user interacts with the physical medium; the interface offers functions to transform the user's data objects into a form suitable for storage on the physical medium. This transformation can also include operations such as encryption, error-correction, redundancy, etc. In the case of encryption, we assume that computationally-bounded adversaries are only able to recover the original data object if they can also obtain the corresponding decryption key. A coercive adversary may be able to obtain this information while a non-coercive adversary may not. In fact, there are a variety of adversaries one may consider and in Section III we present an adversarial taxonomy.
Related Surveys: Past secure deletion surveys focused on repurposing, where a user disposes a physical medium at a known time and performs a complete sanitization of the medium. Garfinkel et al. [20] survey secure deletion in practice along with the results of the forensic analysis of dozens of hard drives bought on the used market. Diesburg et al. [11] extensively survey confidential data storage methods including the secure deletion of data at its end of life. They also include an analysis of cryptographic methods to store data along with caveats regarding block cipher modes of operation applied to long-term storage. NIST provides a systematization of secure deletion for complete sanitization, detailing precisely which steps must be taken to securely delete data on dozens of media types [14] .
However, much of the complexity and nuance of the secure deletion problem is not relevant for repurposing a storage medium, which has a known disclosure time and aims to completely remove all stored data on the physical medium without concern for efficiency, preserving data, or physical wear. In this work we systematize these aspects of secure deletion approaches and show which existing approaches achieve them.
Summary: Our contributions in this paper are the following. We present the many dimensions of secure deletion, consolidating existing notions. We provide a common language to describe secure deletion that unifies the diverse efforts of many researchers and we survey and systematize the related work in detail. We present the approaches in terms of interfaces to physical media: what can be done to achieve secure deletion given a particular interface through which to achieve it? We present a taxonomy of adversaries with different capabilities-adversaries with different manners of access to the storage medium. We explain the relationships among adversaries such that an approach that defeats an adversary also defeats weaker ones; we perform a similar task for characteristics of secure deletion approaches, such as efficiency and granularity. We perform experiments to test a selection of approaches used in practice on a variety of file systems, examining corner cases such as blockunaligned truncations and sparse files. Finally, we analyze which approaches work and what are the best ways to develop a secure deletion solution.
This work is organized as follows. Section II introduces the layers and interfaces involved in accessing a physical medium and surveys secure deletion approaches based on these interfaces. Sections III and IV then present a systematization of the properties of secure deletion adversaries and approaches. Section IV also organizes the approaches from Section II into this framework. Section V compares different approaches and analyzes what works in practice. Finally, Section VI draws conclusions.
II. SECURE DELETION BY LAYERS
In this section, we organize secure deletion approaches into the layers through which they access the physical medium. When deciding on a secure deletion approach, one must consider both the interface given to the physical medium and the behaviour of the operations provided by that interface. Secure deletion is typically not implemented by adding a new interface to the physical medium, but rather it is implemented at some existing system layer (e.g., a file system) that offers an interface to the physical medium provided at that layer (e.g., a device driver). It is possible that an interface to a physical medium does not support an implementation of a secure deletion solution.
Once secure deletion is implemented at one layer, then the higher layers' interfaces can explicitly offer this functionality. Care must still be taken to ensure that the secure deletion approach has acceptable performance characteristics: some approaches can be inefficient, cause significant wear, or delete all data on the physical medium. These properties are discussed in greater detail in Section IV. For now, we first describe the layers and interfaces involved in accessing magnetic hard drives and flash memory on personal computers, and we explain why there is no one layer that is always the ideal candidate for secure deletion. Afterwards, we present related work in secure deletion organized by the layer in which the approach is integrated. 
A. Interfaces
Many abstraction layers exist between applications that delete data objects and the physical medium that stores the data objects. While there is no standard sequence of layers that encompass all interfaces to all physical media, Figure 1 shows the typical ways of accessing flash and magnetic storage medium on a personal computer. The lowest layer is always the physical medium itself. Its interface is also physical: depending on the medium it can be degaussed, incinerated, or shredded. Additionally, whatever mechanism controls its operation can be replaced with an ad hoc one; for example, flash memory is often accessed through an obfuscating controller, but the raw memory can still be directly accessed by attaching it to a custom reader [21] .
The physical medium is accessed through a controller. The controller is responsible for translating the data format on the physical media (e.g., electrical voltage) into a format suitable for higher layers (e.g., binary values). Controllers offer a standardized, well-defined, hardware interface, such as SCSI or ATA [22] , which allow reading and writing to logical fixed-sized blocks on the physical medium. They may also offer a secure erase command that securely deletes all data on the physical device [23] . Like physical destruction, this command cannot be used to securely delete some data while retaining other data; we revisit secure deletion granularity later in our systematization.
While hard disk controllers consistently map each logical block to some storage location on the physical medium, the behaviour of other controllers differs. Flash memory, notably, behaves differently than magnetic hard drives as it does not permit in-place updates. When raw flash memory is accessed directly, a different controller interface is exposed. For convenience, flash memory is often accessed through a flash translation layer (FTL) controller, whose interface mimics that of a hard drive. FTLs remap logical block addresses to physical locations such that overwriting an old location does not replace it but rather results in two versions, with obvious complications for secure deletion. Device drivers are software abstractions that consolidate access to different types of hardware by exposing a common simple interface. The block device driver interface allows the reading and writing of logically-addressed blocks. Another device driver-the memory technology device (MTD)-is used to access raw flash memory directly. MTD permits reading and writing, but blocks must be erased before being written, and erasing blocks occurs at a large granularity. Unsorted block images (UBI) is another interface for accessing flash memory, which builds upon the MTD interface and simplifies some aspects of using raw flash memory [24] . Figure 1 illustrates all these layers and interfaces.
The device driver interface is used by the file system, which is responsible for organizing logical sequences of data (files) among the available blocks on the physical medium. A file system allows files to be read, written, created, and unlinked. While secure deletion is not a feature of this interface, file systems do keep track of data that is no longer needed. Whenever a file is unlinked, truncated, or overwritten, this is recorded by the file system. The POSIX standard is ubiquitously used as the interface to file systems [25] , and the operating system restricts this interface further with access control and permissions.
Finally, the highest layer is user applications. These offer an interface to the user-such as a graphical user interfacethat is manipulated by human interface devices such as keyboards and mice. Secure deletion at this layer can be integrated into existing applications, such as an email client with a secure deletion option, or it can be a stand-alone tool that securely deletes all deleted data on the file system.
The choice of layer for a secure deletion approach is a trade off between two factors. At the physical layer, we can ensure that the data is truly irrecoverable. At the user layer, we can easily identify the data object to make irrecoverable. Let us consider these factors in more detail.
Each new abstraction layer impedes direct access to the physical medium, thus complicating secure deletion. The controller may write new data, but the physical medium retains remnants; the file system may overwrite a logical block, but the device driver remaps it physically. The further one's interface is abstracted away from the physical medium, the more difficult it is to ensure that one's actions truly result in the irrecoverability of data.
While low-layer approaches are best suited to ensure irrecoverability, high-layer approaches most easily identify which data objects to delete, e.g., by deleting an email or a file. Indirect information is given to the file system, e.g., by unlinking a file. However, no information is given to the device driver or controller. Assuming the user cannot identify the physical location of the deleted data object on the medium, then an approach integrated at low layers cannot identify where the deleted data object is located. Approaches implemented in the file system tend to strike a suitable balance in this trade off. When this layer is insufficient to achieve secure deletion, it is also possible to pass information on deleted data objects from the file system down to lower layers [18] , [26] .
In the remainder of this section, we examine secure deletion approaches at the different layers in Figure 1 . First, we look at device-level approaches and controllerlevel approaches, which have no file system information and therefore securely delete all data on the physical medium. We then move to the other extreme and consider userlevel approaches, which are easy to install and use, but are limited in their POSIX-level access to the physical medium and are often rendered useless by advanced file system features. Next, we look at file-system-level approaches for a variety of systems: (i) those using in-place updates and thus are suitable for magnetic physical media, and (ii) those not using in-place updates and thus are suitable for other physical media including flash memory. We conclude with several approaches that extend existing interfaces to allow information on deleted blocks to be sent to lower layers.
B. Physical-Layer and Controller-Layer Sanitization
Physical Layer: The physical layer's interface is the set of physical actions one can perform on the medium. Secure deletion at this layer often entails physical destruction, but the use of other tools such as degaussers is also feasible. NIST describes the steps required to physically destroy a variety of media [14] . For example, floppy disks must be shredded or incinerated; compact discs must be incinerated or subjected to an optical disk grinding device. Not all approaches work for all media types. For example, most media's physical interfaces permit the media to be put into a NSA/CSS-approved degausser, but this is only a secure deletion approach for particular media types. Magnetic media are securely deleted in this way, while others, such as flash memory, are not.
Controller-Layer: A physical medium is often operated by a controller that translates between the analog medium's analog format and the data format used at higher layers. Several standardized interfaces exist for controllers that permit reading and writing of fixed-sized blocks.
Given these interfaces, there are different actions one can take to securely delete data. Either a single block can be overwritten with a new value to displace the old one, or all blocks can be overwritten. As we noted earlier, with knowledge of neither deleted data nor the organization of data objects into blocks, sanitizing a single block cannot guarantee that any particular data object is securely deleted. Therefore, the controller must sanitize every block to achieve secure deletion. Indeed, both SCSI and ATA offer such a sanitization command, called either secure erase or security initialize [23] . They work like a button that erases all data on the device by exhaustively overwriting every block. The use of these commands is encouraged by NIST as the nondestructive way to securely delete magnetic hard drives.
An important caveat exists at the physical layer. Controllers translate analog values into binary values such that a range of analog values maps to a single binary value. Gutmann observed that, for magnetic media, the precise analog voltage of a stored bit offers insight into its previously held values [27] . Gutmann's approach to delete this data is also at the controller layer: the controller overwrites every block 35-times with specific patterns. While more recent research was unable to recover overwritten data on modern hard drives [28] , it remains safe to say that each additional overwrite does not make the data easier to recover-in the worst case it simply provides no additional benefit. More generally, Gutmann's results highlight that analog remnants introduced by the controller's use of the physical medium may exist for any storage media type and this must be considered when developing secure deletion solutions.
Some flash-based solid-state drives also implement the secure erase feature in their hardware controllers. A study by Wei et al. [21] observed that the implementation of this proceedure is not always correct; in some cases the device reported a successful operation while the entire file system remained available. In follow-up work, Swanson et al. [12] describe an approach for verifiable full-device sanitization that they compare to hard drive degaussing. They propose to encrypt all data written to the physical medium with a key stored only on the hardware controller. To sanitize the device, first the controller's key memory is erased. Every block on the device is then erased, written with a known pattern, and erased again. Finally, the device is reinitialized and a new key given to the flash controller.
C. User-Level Approaches
Device-level approaches interact at the lowest layer and securely delete all data, serving as a useful starting point in our systematization. Now we move to the other extreme, a secure deletion user-level application that can only interact with a POSIX-compliant file system. There are three common user-level approaches: (i) ones that call a secure deletion routine in the physical medium's interface, (ii) ones that overwrite data before unlinking, and (iii) ones that first unlink and then fill the empty capacity of the physical medium.
Secure Erase: UCSD offers a free Secure Erase utility [23] . It is a user-level application that securely erases all data on a storage medium by invoking the Secure Erase command in the hardware controller's interface. This nicely illustrates the propagation of an explicit secure deletion approach to a higher layer interface.
File Overwriting Tools: Another class of user-level secure deletion approaches opens up a file from user-space and overwrites its contents with new, insensitive data, e.g., all zeros. When the file is later unlinked, only the contents of the most recent version are stored on the physical medium. To combat analog remnants, overwriting is performed multiple times; multiple tools [29] , [30] offer 35-pass overwriting as proposed by Gutmann [27] . Overwriting tools may also attempt to overwrite file metadata, such as the file's name, size, and access times. However, the operating system's interface to the file system may not permit all types of metadata to be arbitrarily changed.
Overwriting tools rely on the following file system property: each file block is stored at known locations and when the file block is updated, then all old versions are replaced with the new version. If this assumption is not satisfied, userlevel overwriting tools silently fail. We explore this issue in more detail in Section V.
Free-Space Filling Tools: A file system has valid and unused blocks. The set of unused blocks is a superset of the blocks containing deleted sensitive data, because it is the unused blocks that may still store old, sensitive data. A third class of secure deletion tools exploits this fact by filling the entire free space of the file system. This ensures that all unused blocks of the physical medium no longer contain sensitive information and instead store new data. These tools also allow secure deletion for file systems that do not perform in-place updates of file data.
The cost of filling is proportional to the free space on the physical medium: the larger the free space, the longer it will take to fill it. In the case of flash memory, where filling the physical medium incurs high wear, the efficiency can be greatly improved by perpetually maintaining the free space of the physical medium within a target range [31] . Examples include Apple's Disk Utility's erase free space feature [32] and the open-source tool scrub [33] . Filling is also the only user-level means of securely deleting data on an Android phone running YAFFS [31] .
Filling tools rely on two assumptions: the user who runs the tool must have sufficient privileges to fill the physical medium to capacity, and when the file system reports itself as unwritable it must no longer contain any deleted data. In Section V, we perform experiments to determine in which file systems the latter condition is satisfied.
Revocable Backup System: Boneh and Lipton propose the first scheme that uses secure deletion of cryptographic keys to securely delete encrypted data under computational assumptions [9] . They created a revocable backup system for off-line (i.e., tape) archives consisting of three user-level applications. Backup files are made revocable before writing them to tape. Backups are revoked and then securely deleted without needing physical access to the tapes on which they are stored. Each backup is encrypted with a unique key; each key is then encrypted with a temporary master key. Time is discretized into intervals and each interval is assigned a new master key that encrypts all the backup keys. Backups are periodically deleted from the archive simply by not reencrypting the corresponding encryption key with the new master key. They extend their user interface to include master key management with a secure deletion feature; in their work they propose to write the new key on paper or on a floppy disk and then physically destroy the previous one.
Database Secure Deletion: Databases such as MySQL [34] and SQLite [35] store an entire database as a single file within a file system [36] ; databases are analogous to file systems, where records can be added, removed, and updated. This adds a new interface layer for users wanting to delete entries from a database. Database files are long lived on a system, however the data they contain may reside within it very shortly. Many applications store sensitive user data (e.g., emails and text messages) in databases; secure deletion of such data from databases is therefore important.
Both MySQL and SQLite have secure deletion features. In both cases, the interface for secure deletion is the underlying file system and secure deletion is implemented by overwriting the data with zeros. For MySQL, researchers proposed an approach where deleted entries are overwritten with zeros, and the transaction log (used to recover after a crash) is encrypted and securely deleted by deleting the encryption key [36] . For SQLite, developers added a compile-time option to enable a secure deletion feature that overwrites deleted database records with zeros [37] .
As previously discussed, overwriting the blocks with zeros is one way to inform the file system that these blocks are unneeded; necessary, but not sufficient, to achieve secure deletion. SQLite's approach relies on the file system below to ensure that overwritten data results in its secure deletion.
D. File-System-Level Approaches with In-Place Updates
We have seen that the utility of user-level approaches is hampered by the lack of direct access to the physical medium. Device-level approaches suffer from being generally unable to distinguish deleted data from valid data given that they lack the semantics of the file system. We now look at secure deletion approaches integrated in the file system itself, that is, approaches that access the physical medium using the device driver interface. We first consider approaches that perform in-place updates of data, and afterwards consider those that do not perform such updates.
An in-place update means that the device driver replaces a location on the physical medium with new content. Not all device drivers offer this in their interface, primarily because not all physical media support in-place updates. All the approaches in this subsection assume that the device driver is capable of such updates. This assumption is valid for block device drivers, which are used for controlling magnetic hard drives and floppy disks.
Secure Deletion for ext2: The second extended file system ext2 [38] for Linux offers a sensitive attribute for files and directories to indicate that secure deletion should be used when deleting the file. While the actual feature was never implemented by the core developers, researchers provided a patch that implements it [19] .
Their patch changed the functionality that marks a block as free. It passes freed blocks to a kernel daemon that maintains a list of blocks that must be sanitized. If the free block corresponds to a sensitive file, then the block is added to the work queue instead of being returned to the file system as an empty block. The work queue is sorted to minimize seek times imposed by random access on magnetic media.
The sanitization daemon runs asynchronously, performing sanitization when the system is idle, allowing the user to perceive immediate file deletion. The actual sanitization method used is configurable, from a simple overwrite to repeated overwrites in accordance with various standards.
Secure Deletion for ext3: The third extended file system ext3 [39] succeeded ext2 as the main Linux file system and extended it with a write journal: all data is first written into a journal before being committed to main storage. This improves consistent state recovery after unexpected losses of power by only needing to inspect the journal's recent changes.
Joukov et al. [40] provide two secure deletion approaches for ext3. Their first approach is a small change that provides secure deletion of data (but not metadata) by overwriting it once, which they call ext3 basic. Their second approach, ext3 comprehensive, provides secure deletion of file data and metadata by overwriting it using a configurable overwriting scheme, such as the 35-pass Gutmann approach. They both provide secure deletion for all data or just those files whose extended attributes include a sensitive flag.
Secure Deletion via Renaming: Joukov et al. [40] present another secure deletion approach through a file system extension, which can be integrated into many existing file systems [41] . Their extension intercepts file system events relevant for secure deletion: unlinking a file and truncating a file. (They assume overwrites occur in place and are not influenced by a journal or log-structured file system.) For unlinking, which corresponds to regular file deletion, their approach instead moves the file into a special secure deletion directory. For truncation, the resulting truncated file is first copied to a new location and the older, larger file is then moved to the special secure deletion directory. Thus, for truncations, their approach must always process the entire file-not just the truncated component. At regular intervals, a background process runs the user-level tool shred [42] on all the files in the secure deletion directory.
Purgefs: Purgefs is another file system extension that conveniently adds efficient secure deletion to any blockbased file system [43] . It uses block-based overwriting when blocks are returned to the file system's free list, similar to the approach used for ext2. It supports overwriting file data and metadata for all files or just files marked as sensitive.
Secure Deletion for a Versioning File System: A versioning file system shares file data blocks with many versions of a file; one cannot overwrite the data of a particular block without destroying all versions that share that block. Moreover, user-level approaches such as overwriting the file fail to securely delete data because all file modifications are implemented using a copy-on-write semantics [44] -a copy of the file is made (sharing as many blocks as possible with older versions) with a new version for the block now containing only zeros.
Peterson et al. [45] use a cryptographic approach to optimize secure deletion for versioning file systems. They use an all-or-nothing cryptographic transformation [46] to expand each data block into an encrypted data block along with a small key-sized tag that is required to decrypt the data. If any part of the ciphertext is deleted-either the tag or the message-then the entire message is undecipherable. Each time a block is shared with a new version, a new tag is created and stored for that version. Tags are stored sequentially for each file in a separate area of the file system to simplify sequential access to the file under the assumption that a magnetic-disk drive imposes high seek penalties for random access. A specific version of a file can be quickly deleted by overwriting all of that version's tags. Moreover, all versions of a particular data block can easily be securely deleted by overwriting the encrypted data block itself.
E. File-System-Level Approaches without In-Place Updates
While many of our surveyed approaches achieve secure deletion by overwriting data, not all device drivers support these in-place updates. Notably, flash memory cannot perform such overwrites and the MTD device driver [47] , which accesses raw flash, does not offer such functionality. Therefore, secure deletion approaches integrated into MTDbased file systems cannot rely on traditional secure deletion approaches such as overwriting.
In-place updates are prohibited because of a particular physical characteristic of flash memory [48] . Flash memory must be erased before new data is written. The erasure granularity is typically orders of magnitude larger than the read and write granularities. This means that to securely delete data, other physically colocated data must also be deleted (after being replicated to another physical location) even if it belongs to a different file not marked for deletion.
This asymmetry between the write and erase granularities is not limited to flash memory: it manifests itself in physical media comprised of many write-once read-many units; units that are unerasable but replaceable. Examples include a library of write-once optical discs or a stack of punched cards. All write-once media are unerasable-NIST says they must be physically destroyed to achieve any form of secure deletion [14] -but first valid colocated data must be replicated onto a new disc or card and then the library updated. Therefore, each erase operation performed on such media destroys one of its constituent storage units.
Similarly, media that can be erased but only with a high asymmetry in granularity also suffer from this problem. For example, a tape archive consists of many magnetic tapes, each storing, say, half a terabyte of data. Each tape must be written end-to-end in one operation; data available for archiving is heuristically bundled onto a tape. Later, to securely delete a single backup on the tape, the entire tape is re-written to a new tape with the backup removed or replaced; the old tape is then erased and reused in the tape archive. This operation incurs cost: tapes have a limited erasure lifetime and tape-drive time is an expensive resource for highly-utilized archives.
Flash memory's erasure granularity asymmetry occurs at a small scale. Flash memory consists of an array of erase blocks, each of which is subdivided into pages. Erasing a flash erase block prepares its pages to store new data, but all existing data will be removed. Erasure on flash also incurs a cost: each erasure causes a small amount of wear; the long-term consequence is the generation of unusable bad (erase) blocks. Any secure deletion approach for such media can use the erasure count as a natural efficiency metric as it encompasses both time complexity and physical wear; in general one favours approaches with few erasures.
In what follows, we present solutions designed for flash memory, but they also work for physical media with this write/erasure asymmetry. (Of course, the difference in scale may obviate some concerns while introducing others.) To avoid flash-specific terminology and confusion between blocks (in block devices) and erase blocks (in MTD devices), we use the term erase unit for the unit of erasure and pages for the unit of read/write.
Compaction: The naive secure deletion approach for physical media with asymmetry between the write and erase granularities is to immediately compact the erase unit that contains the deleted data: copy the valid colocated data elsewhere and execute the erasure operation. This is a costly operation: copying the data costs time and erasing an erase unit may additionally cause wear on the physical medium. However, there is no other immediate secure deletion approach based on erasures that can do better than one erase unit erasure per deletion. Immediate secure deletion requires a minimum of one erasure. Any improvement to further reduce the number of erase units erased per deletion must batch the deletions and perform intermittent secure deletion.
Batched Compaction: One obvious improvement over the naive approach is to intermittently perform compactionbased secure deletion on all the erase units that have accumulated deleted data since the last secure deletion. This approach is no worse than the naive approach in terms of the time and wear, although the deletion latency-the time the user must wait until data is securely deleted-increases. Each time that deleted data units are colocated on an erase unit, the amortized time and wear cost of secure deletion decreases. Indeed, log-structured file systems already perform a similar technique to recover wasted space, which is usually called garbage collection [49] - [52] . In garbage collection, unlike in our case, compaction is performed only on erase units whose wasted space exceeds a heuristically-computed threshold based on the file system's current need for free space. Garbage collection therefore tries to optimize the number of erasures, but does not consider deletion latency.
Per File Secure Deletion: Lee et al. [53] propose a secure deletion approach for YAFFS [51] , which is also generalizable to similar file systems. It performs immediate secure deletion of an entire file at the fixed cost of one erase unit compaction. It reduces the erasure cost of secure deletion by only deleting data at the granularity of a file.
Their approach encrypts each file with a unique key stored in every version of the file's header. The file system is modified to store all versions of a file's header on the same erase unit. Whenever erase units storing headers are full, they are compacted to ensure that file encryption keys are only stored on one erase unit. To delete a file, the erase unit storing the key is compacted for secure deletion, thus deleting all file data under computational assumptions with only one erase unit erasure.
DNEFS: Reardon et al. [15] present a generic file system modification that affords secure deletion for physical media that have high erasure costs. They use encryption as a compression technique to reduce the number of erasures required to securely delete data. They modify the file system by encrypting each data block with a unique key, and colocate the keys in a key storage area. Secure deletion is an intermittent operation that replaces the old key storage area with a new version; keys corresponding to deleted data blocks are not propagated to the new version. Thus, all deleted blocks in the file system are securely deleted, under computational assumptions, with a small number of erasures. DNEFS is implemented for the flash file system UBIFS [50] .
Scrubbing: We argued that an immediate approach can only improve the erasure efficiency of the naive approach by not using erasures. Wei et al. [21] propose exactly such an approach for flash memory called scrubbing. Scrubbing works by draining the electrical charge from flash memory cells-effectively rewriting the memory to contain only zeros. Erasing a flash memory erase unit is the only way to restore the charge to a cell, but cells can be drained using the write operation. The resulting cells are still unusable for new data, but they are immediately void of the sensitive data. Usefully, colocated data on the erase unit remains available.
A concern with scrubbing is that it officially results in undefined behaviour [48] . Due to the possibility of introducing read errors, flash memory specifications discourage multiple overwrites for some memory and prohibit it for others. The authors examine error rates in practice for different memory types and show that it varies widely; for some devices scrubbing causes frequent errors while for others it causes none.
F. Cross-layer Approaches
Recall that ensuring the irrecoverability of data is easiest at the lowest layers, but there is no information available on the stored location of deleted data objects. There are, however, approaches that pass information on deleted data down through the layers, permitting the use of efficient lowlayer secure deletion approaches.
Data objects contained in a file are discarded from a file system in three ways: by unlinking the file, by truncating the file past the block, and by updating the data object's value. The information about data blocks that are discarded when unlinking or truncating files, however, remains only known to the file system. The device-driver layer can only infer the obsolescence of an old block when its logical address is overwritten with a new value. Here we present two approaches by which the file system passes information on discarded blocks to the device driver: TRIM commands [26] and TrueErase [18] . In both cases, the file system informs the device that particular blocks are no longer valid, i.e., needed for the file system. With this information, the device driver can implement its own efficient secure deletion without requiring data blocks to be explicitly overwritten by the file system. TRIM commands are notifications issued from the file system to the device driver to inform the latter about data blocks that no longer store valid file system data. TRIM commands were not designed for secure deletion but rather as an efficiency optimization for flash-based physical media: without TRIM commands, flash memory eventually suffers a thrashing effect where the device driver must assume that the only deletable block on the physical medium is the one that is being overwritten. Nevertheless, there is no reason that a device driver cannot use information from TRIM commands to perform secure deletion: TRIM commands indicate every time a block is discarded-there are no false negatives. However, it is not possible to restrict TRIM commands only to sensitive blocks, which means that the underlying mechanism that securely deletes the data must be efficient.
Diesburg et al. propose TrueErase [18] , which provides similar information as TRIM commands but only for all the blocks belonging to files specifically marked as sensitive. They add a new communication channel between the file system and the device driver that forwards information on blocks deleted from the file system. Device drivers are modified to implement immediate secure deletion when provided a deleted block; the device driver is thus able to implement secure deletion using its lower-layer interface. TrueErase is more efficient than TRIM as it only securely erases a subset of sensitive blocks.
G. Conclusions
This concludes our survey of related work on secure deletion. We saw that physical media can be accessed from a variety of layers and that different layers provide different interfaces for secure deletion. In low-layer approaches, fewer assumption must be made about the interface's behaviour, while in high-layer approaches the user can most clearly mark which data objects to delete. For device-level approaches, we discussed different ways the entire device can be sanitized. User-level secure deletion considers how to securely delete data using a POSIX-compliant file system interface. Secure deletion in the file system must use the device driver's interface for the physical medium. We considered two different kinds of device drivers: those that permit inplace updates and those that do not. For physical media that do not have an erasure operation, physical destruction is the only means to achieve secure deletion.
In the next two sections, we systematize the space of secure deletion approaches. We first review adversarial models and afterwards compare the characteristics of existing approaches.
III. ADVERSARIAL MODEL Secure deletion approaches must be evaluated with respect to an adversary. The adversary's goal is to recover deleted data objects after being given some access to a physical medium that contained some representation of the data objects. In this section, we present the secure deletion adversaries. We develop our adversarial model by abstracting from real-world situations in which secure deletion is relevant, and identifying the classes of adversarial capabilities characterizing these situations. Table I then presents a variety of real-world adversaries systematized by their capabilities.
A. Classes of Adversarial Capabilities
Attack Surface: The attack surface is the physical medium's interface given to the adversary. If deletion is performed securely, data objects should be irrecoverable to an adversary who has unlimited use of the provided interface. NIST divides the attack surface into two categories: robust-keyboard attacks and laboratory attacks. Robustkeyboard attacks are software attacks: the adversary acts as a device driver and accesses the storage medium through the controller. Laboratory attacks are hardware attacks: the adversary accesses the physical medium through its physical interface. As we have seen, the physical layer may have analog remnants of past data inaccessible at any other layer. While these two surfaces are widely considered in related work, we emphasize that any interface to the physical medium can be a valid attack surface for the adversary.
Access Time:
The access time is the time when the adversary obtains access to the medium. Many secure deletion approaches require performing extraordinary sanitization methods before the adversary is given access to the physical medium. If the access time is unpredictable, the user must rely on secure deletion provided by sanitization methods executed as a matter of routine.
The access time is divided in two categories: usercontrolled and adversary-controlled. If the access time is user-controlled, then the user can use the physical medium normally and perform as many sanitization procedures as desired before providing it to the adversary. If the access time is adversary-controlled then we do not permit any extraordinary sanitization methods to be executed: the secure deletion approach must rely on some immediate or intermittent sanitization operation that limits the duration that deleted data remains available.
Number of Accesses: Nearly all secure deletion approaches consider an adversary who accesses a physical medium some time after securely deleting the data. One may also consider an adversary who strikes multiple timesaccessing the physical medium before the data is written as well as after it is deleted [15] .
We therefore differentiate between single-and multipleaccess adversaries. An example single-access adversary corresponds to the scenario when a used device is sold on the market; a multiple-access adversary is someone who, for example, deploys malware on a target machine multiple times because it is discovered and cleaned. One could also imagine multiple accesses escalating in strength at each attack.
Credential Revelation: Encrypting data makes it immediately irrecoverable to an adversary that neither has the encryption key (or user passphrase) nor can decrypt data without the corresponding key. However, there are many situations where the adversary is given this information: a legal subpoena, border crossing, or information taken from the user through duress. In these cases, encrypting data is insufficient to achieve secure deletion.
We partition the credential revelation into non-coercive and coercive adversaries. A non-coercive adversary does not obtain the user's passwords and the credentials that protect the data on the physical medium. A coercive adversary, in contrast, obtains this information. It may also be useful for some to consider a weak-password adversary who can obtain the user's password by guessing, by the device not being in a locked state, or by a cold-boot attack [54] . However, this adversary is unable to obtain secrets such as the user's long-term signing key or the value stored on a two-factor authentication token.
Computational Bound: Many secure deletion approaches rely on encrypting data objects and only storing their encrypted form on the medium. The data is made irrecoverable by securely deleting the decryption key [9] , [15] , [46] , [53] . Thus, encryption is used as a compression technique to reduce secure deletion's cost, as only the small key is securely deleted. The security of such approaches must assume that the adversary is computationally bounded to prevent breaking the cryptographic scheme used.
We distinguish between computationally bounded and unbounded adversaries. There is a wealth of adversarial bounds corresponding to a spectrum of non-equivalent computational hardness problems, so others may benefit from dividing this spectrum further. However, for all the approaches discussed in this paper, it suffices to distinguish between adversaries who can break cryptographic standards such as AES [55] and those who cannot.
B. Summary
Adversaries are defined by their capabilities. Table I presents a subset of the combinatorial space of adversaries that correspond to real-world adversaries. The name column gives a name for the adversary, taken from related work when possible; this adversarial name is later used in Table II when describing the adversary a solution defeats. The second through sixth columns correspond to the classes of capabilities defined in this section. The example column describes a real-world example where the adversary may be found. For instance, while computationally-unbounded adversaries do not really exist, the consideration of such an adversary may reflect a corporate policy on the export of sensitive data or the consequence of using a broken cryptographic scheme.
Observe that each class of adversarial capabilities is ordered based on adversarial strength: lower-layer adversaries get richer data from the physical medium, coercive adversaries get passwords in addition to the physical medium, and an adversary who controls the disclosure time can prevent the user from performing an additional extraordinary secure deletion measure. This yields a partial order on adversaries, where an adversary A is weaker than or equal to an adversary B if all of A's capabilities are weaker than or equal to B's capabilities. A is strictly weaker than B if all of A's capabilities are weaker than or equal to B's and at least one of A's capabilities is weaker than B's. Consequently, a secure deletion approach that defeats an adversary also defeats all weaker adversaries, under this partial ordering. Finally, as expected, A is stronger than B if B is weaker than A.
IV. ANALYSIS OF SECURE DELETION APPROACHES
Secure deletion approaches have differing characteristics, which we divide into assumptions on the environment and behavioural properties of the approach. Environmental assumptions include the expected behaviour of the system underlying the interface; behavioural properties include the deletion latency and the wear on the physical medium. If the environmental assumptions are satisfied then the approach's behavioural properties should hold, the most important of Table I TAXONOMY OF SECURE DELETION ADVERSARIES.
which is that secure deletion occurs. No guarantee is provided if the assumptions are violated. It may also be the case that stronger assumptions yields an approach with improved properties.
In this section, we describe standard classes of assumptions and properties. Table II organizes the approaches from Section II into this systematization.
A. Classes of Environmental Assumptions
Adversarial Resistance: An important assumption is on the strength and capabilities of the adversary, as defined in Section III. For instance, an approach may only provide secure deletion for computationally-bounded adversaries; the computational bound is an assumption required for the approach to work. An approach's adversarial resistance is a set of adversaries; adversarial resistance assumes that the approach need not defeat any adversary stronger than an adversary in this set.
System Integration: Our survey organizes secure deletion approaches by the interface through which they access the physical medium. The interface that an approach requires is an environmental assumption, which assumes that this interface exists and is available for use. System integration may also include assumptions on the behaviour of the interface with regards to lower layers (e.g., that overwriting a file securely deletes the file at the block layer). For instance, a user-level approach assumes that the user is capable of installing and running the application, while a file-system-level approach assumes that the user can change the operating system that accesses the physical medium. The ability to integrate approaches at lower-layer interfaces is a stronger assumption than at higher layers because higherlayer interfaces can be simulated at a lower layer.
System integration also makes assumptions about the interface's behaviour. For example, various approaches overwrite data with zeros, assuming that this operation actually replaces all versions of the old data with the new version. As the in-place update assumption is common among approaches, we mark the ones that require it in Table II using the label "in" after the integration layer name.
B. Classes of Behavioural Properties
Deletion Granularity: The granularity of an approach is the approach's deletion unit. We divide granularity into three categories: per-physical-medium, per-file, and perdata-block. A per-physical-medium approach deletes all data on a physical medium. Consequently, it is an extraordinary measure that is only useful against a user-controlled access time adversary, as otherwise the user is required to completely destroy all data as a matter of routine. At the other extreme is sanitizing deleted data at the smallest granularity offered by the physical medium: the data block size (also known as the sector size or page size). Per-datablock approaches securely delete any deleted data from the file system, no matter how small.
Between these extremes lies per-file secure deletion, which targets files as the deletion unit: a file remains available until it is securely deleted. While it is common to reason about secure deletion in the context of files, we caution that the file is not the natural unit of deletion; it often provides similar utility as per-physical-medium deletion. Long-lived files such as databases frequently store user data; the Android phone uses them to store text messages, emails, etc. A virtual machine may store an entire file system within a file: anything deleted from this virtual file system remains until the user deletes the entire virtual machine's storage medium. Consequently, in such settings, per-file secure deletion requires the deletion of all stored data in the DB or VM, which is an extraordinary measure unsuitable against adversaries who control the disclosure time.
Scope: Many secure deletion approaches use the notion of a sensitive file. Instead of securely deleting all deleted data from the file system in an untargeted way, they only securely delete known sensitive files, and require the user to mark sensitive files as such. We divide the approach's scope into untargeted and targeted. A targeted approach only securely deletes sensitive files, and can substitute for an untargeted approach simply by marking every file as sensitive.
While targeted approaches are more efficient than untargeted ones, we have some reservations about their usefulness. First, the file is not necessarily the correct unit to classify data's sensitivity; an email database is an example of a large file whose content has varying sensitivity. The benefits of targeting therefore depend on the deployment environment. Second, some approaches do not permit files to be marked as sensitive after their initial creation, such as approaches that must encrypt data objects before writing them onto a physical medium. Finally, targeted approaches introduce usability concerns and consequently false classifications due to user error. Users must take deliberate action to mark files as sensitive. A false positive costs efficiency while a false negative may disclose confidential data. While usability can be improved with a tainting-like strategy for sensitivity [56] , this is still prone to erroneous labelling and requires user action. Previous work has shown the difficulty of using security software correctly [57] (even the concept of a deleted items folder retaining data confounds some users [58] ) and security features that are too hard to use are often circumvented altogether [11] .
A useful middle ground is to broadly partition the storage medium into a securely-deleting user-data partition and a normal operating system partition. Untargeted secure deletion is used on the user-data partition to ensure that there are no false negatives and this requires no change in user behaviour or applications. No secure deletion is used for the OS partition to gain efficiency for files trivially identified as insensitive.
Metadata: Deleting a file from a file system deletes the file's data as well as the file's name and other metadata associated with the file. However, most file systems store file metadata separately from the data itself. Consequently, additional steps may be required to securely delete this data when deleting a file. We categorize approaches based on whether they delete metadata as well as data.
Device Lifetime: Some secure deletion approaches incur device wear. We divide device lifetime into complete wear, some wear, and unchanged. Complete wear means that the approach physically destroys the medium. Some wear means that a non-trivial reduction in the medium's expected lifetime occurs, which may be further subdivided with finer granularity based on notions of wear specific to the physical medium. Unchanged means that the secure deletion operation has no significant effect on the physical medium's expected lifetime.
Deletion Latency: Secure deletion latency refers to the timeliness when secure deletion guarantees are provided. There are many ways to measure this, such as how long one expects to wait before deleted data is securely deleted. Here, we divide latency into approaches that offer immediate and delayed secure deletion.
An immediate approach is one whose deletion latency is negligibly small. The user is thus assured that data objects are irrecoverable promptly after their deletion. This includes applications that immediately delete data as well as file system approaches that only need to wait until a kernel sanitization thread is scheduled for execution.
A delayed approach is one that intermittently executes and provides a larger deletion latency. Such approaches, if run periodically, provide a fixed worst-case upper bound on the deletion latency of all deleted data objects. Delayed approaches involve batching: collecting many pieces of deleted data and securely deleting them simultaneously. This is typically for efficiency reasons [15] , [31] . An important factor for delayed approaches is crash-recovery. If data objects are batched for deletion between executions and power is lost, then either the approach must recover all the data to securely delete when restarted (e.g., a commit and replay mechanism like UBIFSec [15] ) or it must securely delete all deleted data without requiring persistent state (e.g., filling the hard drive [30] , [31] , [33] , [59] ). Efficiency: Approaches often differ in their efficiency. Wear and deletion latency are two efficiency metrics we explicitly consider. However, other metrics are relevant depending on the application scenario and the physical medium, and so comparing solutions based on these properties may be helpful. Other metrics include the ratio of bytes written to bytes deleted, battery consumption, storage overhead, execution time, etc. The metric chosen depends on the underlying physical medium and use case.
C. Summary
Table II presents the spectrum of secure deletion approaches systematized into the framework developed in this section. For brevity, we do not list all adversaries that an approach can defeat, but instead state what we inferred was the target adversary for which the approach was designed.
The classes of environmental assumptions and behavioural properties are each ordered based on increased deployment requirements. Approaches that cause wear and use in-place updates have stronger deployment requirements (i.e., that wear is permitted and the interface allows and correctly implements in-place updates) than approaches that do not cause wear or use in-place updates. Approaches that defeat weak adversaries have stronger deployment requirements (i.e., that the adversary is weak) than approaches that defeat stronger adversaries. The result is a partial ordering on approaches that reflects substitutability: an approach with weaker deployment requirements can replace one with stronger deployment requirements as it requires less to correctly deploy.
V. CASE STUDY: USER-LEVEL APPROACHES
In the previous section, we saw that secure deletion approaches come with assumptions, which, if violated, undermine secure deletion. Understanding the environmental assumptions and determining when they are satisfied is therefore critical to the correct deployment of secure deletion approaches. In this section, we analyze and compare two user-level approaches: overwriting and filling. We describe the assumptions they make on the file-system interface and experimentally determine which file systems satisfy these assumptions. Table II SPECTRUM OF SECURE DELETION APPROACHES Overwriting and filling are two general user-level approaches introduced in Section II-C. Overwriting is a targeted per-file approach, while filling is an untargeted perblock approach. Moreover, filling is less efficient than overwriting and is therefore usually run periodically to amortize the deletion cost over multiple data objects. Overwriting requires that every file data block is uniquely stored in the file system, and when it is updated, the old value must be irrecoverable to the adversary, e.g., by overwriting it in place on the physical medium. Filling requires that when the file system claims that it cannot store any more data, then no deleted data remains available on the physical medium. After filling, all the data on the physical medium is used by the current file system. We performed our experiments using a virtual memory storage medium. We tested block-based file systems using a loop device, and MTD-based file systems using nandsim. We formatted the device for a particular file system and wrote, overwrote, truncated, and unlinked files with distinct patterns. Afterwards, we unmounted the device and searched for the patterns in memory. We then remounted the device and ran various secure deletion tools, observing the results on the recoverability of the patterns.
File System Data Duplication: Intuitively, overwriting a file's contents makes its previous contents inaccessible. However, many file systems do not replace this data immediately and leave copies of data in multiple locations. An adversary who may access the storage medium at a lower level than the file system can easily recover such copies.
The main reason for data duplication is a file system consistency technique called journalling. Journals colocate the freshest data so that, after an unanticipated power loss, the file system can easily recover to a consistent state by replaying the contents of the journal instead of scanning the entire storage medium. Intermittently, the journal is emptied by committing it to main storage. The journal itself is not securely deleted, so deleted data remains available after committing.
A log-structured file system is a file system that consists only of a journal [60] ; there is no notion of main storage. All new data is appended to the journal's end. Consequently, overwriting data writes the new version in an unused location, leaving the old version available until it is later cleaned.
Another class of file systems that do not overwrite old data are copy-on-write file systems. By design, these file systems implement all file writes by copying the old data and updating it at a new location. Both versions remain available, although the old version, if unreferenced, is later deleted to recover the wasted space. Copy-on-write file systems facilitate deduplication, snapshotting, and version control.
Overwriting: We tested secure deletion by overwriting using three different tools: srm, shred, and wipe. The results of these tools are identical and depend only on the file system where the overwritten data is stored. The second Table III SECURE DELETION AND FILE SYSTEMS column of Table III shows which file systems overwriting tools manage to securely delete data. As expected, only the simple file systems do this; journalling, log-structured, and copy-on-write file systems all leave old data easily accessible on the file system. Journalling file systems are more amenable to secure deletion by overwriting, however, because committing the journal does indeed securely delete the old version of the data. The original version of the data is still available in the journal, until it is eventually overwritten by new data written to the file system. A userspace overwriting tool can address this by writing sufficient data to overwrite the entire journal. Of course, without the size of the journal (or with a log-structured file system that only consists of a journal), filling the journal effectively requires filling the file system. Filling: Filling is another user-level approach for secure data deletion that, depending on the file system's implementation, securely deletes all data blocks unreferenced by the file system. This includes truncated and unlinked files, as well as overwritten parts of files for file systems that do not update data in place. The third column of Table III shows the file systems where filling securely deletes data.
Metadata: A file's metadata is data about the file's contents, such as the file's name, access permissions, and creation time. This metadata may also require secure deletion. While overwriting the file's data clearly does not affect its metadata, renaming a file may not actually overwrite the old metadata. Different file systems organize metadata differently; some mix blocks of data and metadata indiscriminately while others store file metadata separately from file data.
The fifth and sixth columns of Table III contain the results of file metadata deletion for overwriting and filling respectively. We used different approaches to securely delete metadata: changing a file using libc's rename function [25] (the technique used by shred, srm, and wipe) and unlinking a file and then filling the storage medium. We tested these approaches on different file systems to determine which combinations securely delete metadata. Surprisingly, in all file systems we tested, renaming files rarely removed the old file's name. Even in simple, non-journalling file systems such as FAT and ext2, file metadata is stored in a log-structured manner: an unused directory entry is found to write the new version and then the old version is marked as unused. Naive filling of the file system deletes metadata only for some file systems; however a filling operation that is file-system aware may succeed by creating an appropriate number of files in the appropriate directories to ensure that all metadata storage locations are overwritten.
Truncations: Truncation is an operation on a file that shrinks or extends its size to a specified value. When a truncation extends a file's size, the new data must be initialized to zero. When the file is shrunk, the truncated-over data is discarded. Shrinking truncations are relevant to secure deletion because the discarded data remains available on the storage medium despite it no longer being stored in the file.
We tested truncation behaviour for the following situations: (i) a complete file truncation (size 0), (ii) a blockaligned file truncation, (iii) a block-unaligned file truncation, and (iv) a small file truncation that does not change the file's block count. These situations are illustrated in Figure 2 . We then tested different user-level tools' secure deletion of truncated data. For all the file systems we tested, the behaviour of truncation can be expressed with only two components: what the file system does with entirely discarded blocks, and what the file system does with the new last block of the file-called the file's tail-during unaligned truncations.
Our results show that no file system performed any sanitization on entirely discarded blocks. The data they contained remains until the blocks are allocated to a new file. Moreover, overwriting tools no longer delete this data because the size of the file no longer includes this truncated component. Filling tools-if the file system is amenable to filling-securely delete all entirely discarded blocks.
Interestingly, among the file systems we tested, there are two different behaviours after a block-unaligned truncation for the final block. Either the file system rewrites the tail block with zeros from the end of the data to the end of the block, or it leaves it untouched with whatever data was there before truncation. This is listed in the fourth column of Table III . This difference illustrates an eager versus lazy optimization: file systems that rewrite the tail block do not later rewrite them as zeros if the file is truncated to a larger size-it assumes the zero writing has already occurred. In either case, filling solutions are unable to write into tail blocks as the fragmented, unused component is unavailable for allocation. Secure deletion of this data therefore relies on an interface behavioural assumption: that the file system implements eager overwriting.
Sparse Files: Many file systems offer sparse files: the file's data is assumed to be all zeros unless some data is explicitly stored. In fact, sparse files may have much larger sizes than the physical medium's capacity, which means that overwriting its reported size cannot succeed. None of the overwriting tools treat sparse files in their manuals and all of them overwrite sparse files by naively overwriting their entire reported size. When this size exceeds that of the file system, then they do not securely delete the data once the file system became full: srm unlinks the file and exits successfully without output, shred fails noisily when it runs out of space, and wipe unlinks the file and outputs that the operation was successful, but also reports that the file system became full during the operation.
Currently, once a sparse file part stores data, that part of the file will always explicitly store data. We recommend that future file systems provide hole-punching features for sparse files. This means the file system interprets the explicit writing of zeros blocks as sparse components and does not store the data. Overwriting-based approaches that only write zeros will only unlink the corresponding blocks, leaving the data intact and thus fail to securely delete the data.
Results: Our analysis shows that user-level approaches are generally limited and cannot securely delete data in all cases. However, when users must use such approaches, then a filling-based user-space approach is often preferable to overwriting. It works without complications for a wide range of file systems. Its main drawback is that its run time is proportional to the free space available in the file system. This can be improved, even in user-space, by artificially restricting the free space to a target range [31] . Overwriting, alternatively, requires many assumptions on the file system's behaviour, which do not hold for most file systems. In particular, they only hold for older, simpler file systems, not newer ones with sophisticated features. These unsatisfied assumptions result in many corner-cases where data is not securely deleted. Using the language of our systematization, the environmental assumptions required by overwriting are stronger-and less often satisfied in deployed systemsthan those of filling. While overwriting may have preferable behavioural properties (in particular, efficiency), secure deletion and these behavioural properties are only provided if the environmental assumptions are met.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have explored secure deletion in detail. We defined the simple problem of removing data objects from a physical medium and showed that this problem has many complexities and nuances. We surveyed related work in detail by organizing the approaches in terms of interfaces to the physical medium. We systematized the space of adversaries based on classes of ordered capabilities and related the adversaries to real-world examples; we did the same for the classes of environmental assumptions and behavioural properties. Additionally, we examined two common userlevel approaches-showing the limitations of their interfaces by illustrating the complexity of ensuring secure deletion.
Naturally, this survey can be extended. Other storage media types and interfaces exist. Moreover, future developments in physical media may necessitate new kinds of device drivers, while cloud storage may introduce new high-level interfaces. We hope that future work in secure deletion takes advantage of this systematization by also dividing access to the physical medium into layers and implementing secure deletion at the appropriate interface and level of abstraction.
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